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    WHO I AM

My passion lies in helping people understand new ideas,
both simple and complex, through beautiful imagery and 
relatable visual narrative.
 
My work seeks a balance between CG precision and 
the human touch- a technique that recognizes the value 
of nuance and life’s beautiful imperfections.

I hold degrees from both Georgetown University and 
Art Center College of Design, where I am currently faculty.

My experience ranges throughout the design world- 
mostly user-centered, from industrial to UX to visualization.

I’ve worked for many companies, and have started a few 
of my own.

I’m collaborative at heart, and am excited to be considered 
for this visualization position at Designworks USA.



DRONE COWBOY
A few compositions inspired by drones, surveillance 
and classic cowboy western scenes.

These pieces were an exercise in lighting, establishing 
a cinematic mood, and ‘de-CG’ing’ the renders to convey filth, 
imperfection, and a blurry dynamizm.

Environment constructed, lit and rendered online in Deltagen.





STORYBOARD COMPS
Utilizing 3D visualization to facilitate the early narrative design process- in this case, rapid-storyboarding.

Quick, expressive and efficient use of online renders to convey an idea beautifully- utilizing graphics, textures,

3D models and Photoshop comps. Environment constructed. lit and rendered online in Deltagen and Photoshop.



HAUS
A study in off-grid pre-fabricated architecture.

The objective was to convey a realistic and welcoming 
environment of natural lighting, warm tones and 
lived-in materials.

Techniques utilized: 3D modeling, composition, 
texture creation in Deltagen, lighting, cameras and 
online (realtime) rendering.

Modeling in Solidworks, Rhino and Deltagen.











A compact, lightweight folding e-bike designed to provide 
a seamless sweat-free, grease free and stylish commute.

This e-bike is a testament to the power of a 3D animation comp.
What started off as a simple animation showcasing a uniquely 
folding e-bike became an award-winning start-up that raised 
$750K in funding, reached limited production and included 
pilot partnerships with Google, Warner Brothers, Portland 
State University and the Hawaiian Government.

The story behind this e-bike is a testament to my skillset:: design, 
visualization, systems thinking and the ability to work with many 
parties to take a concept to production.

A study in 3D modeling, composition, texturing, lighting, 
cameras and offline rendering.

Modeling in Solidworks, Rhino and Alias.
Lighting and offline rendering in Hypershot.

CCC e-bike













VIRTUAL CMF
Virtual Shoe Materials for the New Balance Website Configurator.

Interior texture creation for the Dodge Viper.

Virtual Materials Library for Uliko Studios.

Online renders and texture creation done in Deltagen.



VIRTUAL CMF
Various 3D Textures created for a season library



VIRTUAL CMF
Interior Materials for the 2015 Dodge Viper



        THANK YOU!
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